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WHY WE DECIDED TO CARRY OUT A MACROSEISMIC SURVEY

IN THE CITY OF ROME?
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0-1 Hz peak velocities for M=5.3 Colli Albani

E-W N-S Vertical

Olsen et al, 2005



ALLUVIAL DEPOSITS IN THE CENTRAL SECTOR OF THE CITY 



The peculiar near-surface geology of the city implies

possible significant amplification of ground motion at local scale



FUCINO EARTHQUAKE  13/01/1915 

•Me=6.9  - I=XI   (CFTI)

• Epicentral zone: Avezzono
(Marsica)

•Number of victims:
33000 units

• A very larg area (350Km2) was
completely destroyed

Rome



DAMAGES INDUCED BY FUCINO EARTHQUAKE  13/01/1915 

Avezzano Cathedral (Servizio Sismico Nazionale, 1999) 



OTHER DAMAGES INDUCED BY 
FUCINO EARTHQUAKE  13/01/1915 

Avezzano, ruins (Servizio Sismico Nazionale, 1999)

Sora, Orto dei Santi square
(Servizio Sismico Nazionale, 1999)



Earthquake was felt
in most of Central Italy 

Rome
In the city of Rome

buildings and monuments
were severely damaged 

Macroseismic intensity map (P.F.G., 1985)



STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF SEISMIC DAMAGE
ON MONUMENTS OF ROME (EVENTS FROM 441 B.C. to 1995)

AS A FUNCTION OF NEAR-SURFACE GEOLOGY





SOFT DAMAGE
INTERMEDIATE DAMAGE
HEAVY DAMAGE

Monuments requiring repair
or restoration after earthquakes





Rome



Scientific aim and methodology

SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVESCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVE
- Investigate the relationship between seismic intensity 
and local geology for the MODERNMODERN urban area of Rome, 
an issue yet to be examined in contemporary times

METHODOLOGYMETHODOLOGY
--MacroseismicMacroseismic surveysurvey: systematic collection of 
macroseismic data by means of questionnaire survey in 
high schools



High-schools
distribution14/10/1997



High-schools
distribution26/03/1998



THE QUESTIONNAIRE COMPILATION





UtilisedUtilised
65.9 %65.9 %

EliminatedEliminated
34.1 %34.1 %

10.0 %10.0 % OtherOther localitieslocalities

6.0 %6.0 % Incomplete Incomplete addressaddress

18.1 %18.1 % IncorrectlyIncorrectly compiledcompiled



Details for the 14 October 1997 
and the 26 March 1998 Surveys



Data density
distribution

14/10/1998



Data density
distribution

26/03/1998



Gathering of the gological formations into 4 principal lithological units





Percentage distributionPercentage distribution of the of the lithologicallithological unitsunits in thein the

urbanised sectorurbanised sector of Rome inside the GRAof Rome inside the GRA

60.8 %

9.7 % 4.0 %

25.5 %

Alluvial deposits
Volcanic deposits
Continental deposits
Marine deposits

Percentage distributionPercentage distribution of of observationobservation points points 

withwith respectrespect toto the the lithological unitslithological units

55.6 %

7.3 % 2.7 %

34.4 % 62.0 %

7.7 % 5.1 %

25.2 %

26/03/199814/10/1997



14/10/1997 Distribution of seismic effects



26/03/1998 Distribution of seismic effects



Distribution of the intensity points in Rome 

as a function of the lithologic units

14/10/1997 26/03/1998



Normalized MCS intensity distribution

versus lithologic units

14/10/1997 26/03/1998



CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS

Macroseismic analysis presents several advantages:

-it is simple, fast and cheap in collecting a large number of 
data

-it is the natural complement to strong motion analysis and a 
valuable confirmation of numerical modelling

-it makes immediately available the earthquake scenario

-it is a powerful tool in linking information about historical
earthquakes (when available) with recent ones

-other methodologies can hardly produce such a high density 
of observation points



CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS

- For areas of Rome urbanized after the damaging 13 January 
1915 Apennine earthquake, these results contribute to a 
precise hazard assessment of areas located above recent 
alluvial deposits

- This survey represented an excellent possibility of 
cooperation between University and school, involving students 
in a scientific survey

- This experience made teachers and their students, and 
through them, the general public aware of the complexity of 
the environmental and geological problems in large urban areas

- This study contributed to demonstrate how the natural 
hazards interact and influence the life of inhabitants in large 
urban areas


